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In response to the ever-increasing challenges of location-aware network data
like spatiosocial network and tra�c network data, the network data processing
technology is experiencing revolutionary changes in each stage including data
collecting, cleaning, organizing, interpreting, analyzing, utilizing, and visualization.
�ose changes lead to a globally noticeable development trend of the convergence
with big data frameworks, network analyticalmodeling, link or route prediction, and
recommendation systems. �is special issue aims at providing a forum to present
recent advancements in the convergent research about big complex network data.
Challenges include real-time event detection in a city, congestion discovery in a
tra�c network, location prediction of social users, social users’ behavior recognition
in physical world, and uni�ed systems of processing multidimensional complex
network data. �e robust solutions call for highly innovative techniques in the
�elds including, but not limited to, machine learning, genetic algorithms, chaos,
genetic algorithms, cellular automata, neural networks, and evolutionary game
theory.�e special issue will attract high-quality submissions of location-aware big
complex network data from world-wide researchers in the areas of the machine
learning, arti�cial intelligence, data mining, natural language processing, data and
web mining, and big data management to utilize their expertise and match up to
developmore e�cient and practical algorithms ormodels to obtain smart knowledge
from daily generated invaluable social network data and tra�c network data.

Potential topics include but are not limited to the following:

Novel genetic algorithms to handle the problem complexity in
location-aware social network

Sophisticated neural network structure predicting complex events in
location-aware social network

Machine learning or deep learning in deriving social activities and behavioral
metrics

Fuzzy modeling and control of chaotic systems to cope with data uncertainty

Spatial social in�uence learning modeling techniques

Parallel big data processing infrastructure to achieve real-time response to
data analysis requests

Dynamic network data modeling using evolutionary game theory

Learning methods for social link prediction and revisit prediction in tra�c
network

Applications of any of the above methods and technologies

Authors can submit their manuscripts through the Manuscript Tracking System at
https://mts.hindawi.com/submit/journals/complexity/cndpa/.

Papers are published upon acceptance, regardless of the Special Issue publication
date.
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